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Teachers’ Day was celebrated since 1962 in respect and deference of Dr. Sarvepalli 

Radhakrishnan who was born on 5th September 1888. Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was a great 

scholar, philosopher, and teacher of modern India.  

Keeping this in mind, the students of Sree Vidyanikethan International School, 

A.Ramampet, organized a grand Teachers’ Day celebration for their teachers. The Members of 

the Student Council, who had been preparing for the grand day for more than a week, organized 

a great show dedicated to their teachers. The day buzzed with excitement and smiles all around. 

Miss. K.Rama Lakshmi of Class XII and Mr.J.Dheraj of Class XI commenced the assembly by 

bringing everyone’s attention to the immense importance of teachers and the role they play in 

children’s lives. Miss. M.Meena of Class IX delivered the Thought of the Day. Miss. T.Sarvani 

of Class XI and Miss. D.Kanishka of Class IX gave speeches on Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan as 

“he has served his country in many capacities. But above all, he is a great teacher from whom all 

of us have learned much and will continue to learn. It is India’s peculiar privilege to have a great 

philosopher, a great educationist and a great humanist as her President.” Mr. K.Maitreya of class 

X had given mesmerizing performance with his magical keyboard. A few students performed 

graceful dance to delight the audience. Our Principal Mr.Kieren Eugene Rigney has addressed the 

teachers and students and spoke about the hard work put up by the teachers in order to mould the 

careers of the students. Both the Vice-principals Mr.Kinshuk Bhattacharjee and Ms. K. Lalitha 

were very kind to appreciate the hard work of the teachers. The vote of thanks was presented by 

Miss. N. Harshitha of Class XI. 



Thereafter it was fun and frolic starting with a humorous activity. Of course, Teachers’ Day will 

never be complete without the students mimicking their teachers. All in good humour, a few 

teachers’ quirky styles of teaching were re-enacted in their respective classes.  

The management of the school was very kind to appreciate the hard work of the teachers.  This 

day was made special by all the students and the management for the teachers’ for their sincere 

dedication and efforts. 

 


